
Let's Make Beautiful Things Together

Where to Start?

First confirm you have all card elements and pre-plan your card layout. 
Just to get an idea of how you want it to look.

Contents:

1 White card base
1 White backer panel
1 Red panel
1 Set Red heart halves (6 large, 8 med, 
4 small)
1 Set White triangle cut out pieces
1 White heart die cut
1 Red heart die cut
7 Small red flower die cuts
7 Gems- adhesive backed
1 Set small foam squares- adhesive on 
both sides (small, medium and long 
lengths)
2 Foam squares-adhesive backed (large)
1 Mailing liner  
(mailing liner only needed if you
mail your card)**
1 Coordinating envelope*

Kit #193

Just some info: ADHERE means to stick
your card elements together using a tape
runner, a double sided tape, a liquid craft
glue or any combination of those. If I
specify a type of adhesive, that’s because the
situation will work BEST using the
recommended adhesive 🙃 But you can
always just use what you have!



Please read this full instruction before continuing. The first thing you
will do is adhere the white triangle pieces to the white backer panel.
This step can be tricky. First determine the triangle piece placement.
They will only fit together one way. Once you know the placement
you can begin to glue them into place. Use a liquid craft glue so that
you can adjust placement when necessary. You MUST glue them one
at a time, in order. Choose one piece to start with and then build them
in a circle pattern. This will keep them aligned. You will need to align
the cutout and connecting edges. If it begins to go off the edge of the
backer panel, that is not important (it’s only there to hold everything
together, not for alignment). Take your time and enjoy this beautiful
puzzle!
Next, add the thin foam strip pieces to each heart opening on the
white panel (except the center one). Each opening will need 2 foam
strips, placed at angles like a “V” to support the hearts. Once all of the
heart openings have foam, you can remove the release papers and
begin to add the velvet heart halves to the foam.
Now add the velvet heart halves to the foam pieces. This step is also a
little tricky. The goal is to get the heart halves to line up. I found it
easier to first add liquid glue to the foam and then add the heart.  This
let me adjust the placement until it was just right making sure to line
them up so that you could not see the foam below.
Next, use small dots of liquid glue to adhere the detailed heart die cut
to the white one. Then adhere it to the constructed panel using the
remaining foam squares in the same pattern. One side of the foam is
adhesive backed, you will need to add adhesive to the remaining side. 
Finally, adhere the finished panel to the front of the card base making
sure to leave an even border of white showing along each edge.
To decorate your panel, use small dots of liquid glue to adhere the
flower die cuts to the coordinating flowers in the heart die cut. I offset
mine to create more of a flower look. Then add a gem to the center of
each flower.

Let’s Begin!

We’ll construct the card front first.

You’ll need white backer panel, the white triangle pieces, the red heart
halves, the red and white heart die cuts and all of the foam squares.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



Adhere the red panel to the inside of
your card base, making sure to leave an
even border of white showing along
each edge.

1.

                          And you did it!

Thank you so much for crafting with me!
Don't forget to use the hashtag #sandiscardscreations on

instagram to share your finished product and be featured
in my story!

*Confirm postage needed when mailing
**mailing liner is used as a barrier over the card front to protect it during

shipping

Now let’s decorate the inside of our card!


